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Breaking With His Past

After serving five years in jail, Logan is ready to start over and forget all about his past. But things
are not that easy, especially when people canâ€™t see past the ex-convict, and getting a job is
harder than ever.Meanwhile, Kyle has finally come to terms with his own sexuality and does the
hardest thing heâ€™s ever done in his life: getting a divorce from his wife, Jessica, with whom he
has a toddler named Ryan. He leaves both behind in a bid to rebuild his life and to become the
father he dreams of being to his son.Itâ€™s in this hurricane of life-changing events that Logan and
Kyle end up meeting each other by chance in a small town far away from their previous lives. The
spark between them is immediate and strong, but they both try to fight it, coming up with excuses
not to pursue it.While their friendship evolves, they find themselves even more attracted to each
other. But will Logan trust he can find love with another man while his past is still so present? And is
Kyle ready to invest in his first gay relationship at the same time as heâ€™s fighting for his sonâ€™s
custody?Set in a small town with quirky characters and all the peculiarities that only a small town
can offer, Logan and Kyle embark on a journey that could change their lives forever. But will they
feel free to follow through?WARNINGThis book contains explicit sexual scenes as well as some
graphic language. It is intended for a mature, adult audience.
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Here we are on James Lee Hard's eighth book and once again we are treated to a unique storyline
that captivates from the prologue right through until the very last word.So first off we meet Logan,
just released from prison and it's from here that we then follow his journey back into ' real life',
becoming accustomed to the outside world, finding work and meeting people and all the general
things that most of us take for granted every day, but for many, like Logan, it's not as simple as that
for there are many judgemental people out there to hamper his attempts.It is during this time just
when he is getting his life back on track he meets Kyle.Kyle has just moved into the area, again
having had a difficult time, just leaving his wife, and adjusting to his new life after accepting his
sexuality with the added stress of fighting to see and get custody of his son Ryan.An innocent
meeting whilst Logan is at work sets the scene for what is set to be a passionate and intense
relationship between the two men.The relationship starts slowly, both men uncertain, both carrying
ghosts from the past but they build a tentative friendship that morphs into something I felt neither of
them expected, there may be instant lust here but certainly no insta love as they tread gently whilst
becoming friends.I loved the building friendship, the questions that many of us have in the start of
any kind of relationship, and there were plenty of awkward moments as well, boy did that take me
back and I loved how James interpreted this so well...I actually felt the embarrassment that the
characters felt~ brilliant writing right here.
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